Rise: 3 Practical Steps for Advancing Your Career, Standing Out as a Leader, and Liking Your Life
By: Patty Azzarello

A straight-shooting Silicon Valley executive reveals insider career strategies to becoming a great leader, developing your network, succeeding without wasting time, and managing trade-offs between your work and life so your life works.

Bridging the Business-Project Divide: Techniques for Reconciling Business-as-Usual and Project Cultures
By: John Brinkworth

In organizations these days, there are two cultures, two sets of expectations, two languages; that of the business-as-usual organization and separately that of projects. These cultures need to work together effectively. […]

In Bridging the Business-Project Divide John Brinkworth tackles these issues by examining
*symptoms - how do we know there is a problem? How is it manifested?; *causes - looking beyond the symptoms to consider the root causes; and *solutions - how addressing the root causes could lead to more successful projects.
American Turnaround: Reinventing AT&T and GM and the Way We Do Business in the USA  By: Edward Whitacre (Author), Leslie Cauley (Contributor)

Ed Whitacre is credited with taking over the corporate reins at General Motors (GM) when the automotive manufacturer was on the brink of bankruptcy during 2009 and turned the company around in magnificent fashion. In this business memoir, the native Texan explores his unique management style, business acumen and patriotism.

It was President Obama who reached out to Ed Whitacre to come out of retirement and take over GM in 2009. [...] And when he got to Detroit, he started to whittle down the corporate bureaucracy right away - and got GM back on track in record time.

The Single-Minded Project  By: Martin Price

The Single-Minded Project offers an approach to project management that is entirely complementary to the existing methodologies; one that recognises that at its heart, the management of a project relies on the perceived choices and methods, behaviours and decision-making of its players and the freedom of action that is permitted to the project regime. It fills in the gaps where the methodology doesn’t provide any kind of response to questions such as ‘how fast should we deliver this project’ and ‘how much diligence is appropriate in our decision-making’. It recognises that performance ultimately rests on human knowledge, resolve, skill and collaboration.

The Essentials of Project Management  By: Dennis Lock

In recent years organizations of all kinds have learned that project working, once considered significant only for engineering and construction companies, can help to ensure that the intended benefits of business change will be realized in full and on time. [...] 

The "Essentials of Project Management" is a primer distilled from Dennis Lock's comprehensive, successful and encyclopedic textbook, "Project Management" (now in its Ninth Edition). It provides a concise, straightforward account of the principles and techniques of project management, designed to meet the needs of the business manager or student.
Agile Project Management: The Agile PMO - Leading the Effective, Value Driven, Project Management Office, a practical guide (Agile Business Leadership Book 1)  By: Michael Nir

Agile Project Management: The Agile PMO provides answers NOW to all these challenging questions. You will learn to recognize and avoid the PMO traps. Research has proven that most PMOs will be disbanded and flushed away in two years after rollout - make sure yours doesn’t […]

Ultimately, after reading this guide you’ll know what to do, in order to successfully and reliably lead your Agile PMO.
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